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These powerful and beautiful songs came from native tradition and from those on vision quest listening

deeply to the life and spirit around them. They sing of our connection with all living things, and are

delivered with vibrance and harmony. 12 MP3 Songs WORLD: Native American, NEW AGE: Healing

Details: This classic is from a well-known Earth Wisdom teacher! These powerful and beautiful songs

came from native tradition and from those on vision quest listening deeply to the life and spirit around

them. They sing of our connection with all living things, and are delivered with vibrance and harmony. As

you listen to the beautiful songs of this legendary Earth Wisdom teacher, you will be reminded of JoAnn

Shenandoah, Joan Baez, and Emmy Lou Harris. She sings honoring Mother Earth and All Our Relations,

with harmony, purity and power. Brooke Medicine Eagle is a legendary Earth wisdom teacher, singer,

visionary, and catalyst for wholeness of Sioux, Nez Perce, and European descent. She is the best selling

author of the Native American literary classic Buffalo Woman Comes Singing, and The Last Ghost Dance.

Over the last 30 years, her many music recordings, teaching, writing, and wilderness spiritual camps have

touched the hearts and minds of millions. In January of 2000, in recognition of her remarkable

contributions in bridging cultural gaps in our world, Medicine Eagle was one of only 30 people to receive

the prestigious Magical Blend Millennium Award. Brooke is also a harmonist/songwriter; a global

ceremonial leader; a sacred ecologist with a focused interest in conservation of pure springs; and Feng

Shui practitioner. FlowerSong, the primary ongoing resonance of her work, promotes a heart-centered,

ecologically-sound, healing way for the flowering of Mother Earth and All Our Relations. Currently, she is

focusing her love into the joy and healing power of music, and into learning new ways of bringing

harmony to individuals and the Earth through the release of trauma - studying Peter Levine's Sensory

Experiencing to renew the somatic healing focus given her by Moshe' Feldenkrais, and working with the

shamanic way of Healing the Light Body in the Inka tradition. She is also the founder of the Clear Springs

Conservancy, and a member of Sacred Ground International, an educational foundation focused on

energetic research, sustainable living, buffalo ranching, and nurturing the newly-arising crystal and indigo

children. Brooke's primary interest is in creating a beautiful path upon Mother Earth, today and for the
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future. She is dedicated to bringing forth the ancient truths concerning how to live a fully human life in

good relationship with the entire Circle of Life. Brooke's vision for future gatherings is to bring together

larger and larger groups whose intent is to create powerful transformation and harmony for themselves

and All Our Relations. From her Montana home, she directs her teaching and participation in international

workshops and conferences; her wilderness spiritual camps; her writing, recording, and video-taping of

songs and teachings, plus education in harmonious, sustainable living. Through residential camps and

vision seeking, women's mystery work, ceremonies, retreats, trainings; Brooke invites you to heal yourself

through spiritual action in service of the next seven generations of our children.
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